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Abstract 
The issue of disruptions in railway systems attracts a growing attention due to its severity 
to the society. Mitigation strategies are proposed from different perspectives to reduce the 
system vulnerability resulting by disruptions. However, due to financial limitations, it is 
not realistic to realize all strategies in the real world. Thus, it is necessary to establish a 
model based on which the system vulnerability can be measured and the mitigation 
strategy can be evaluated. In this paper, such a model is constructed by applying a Monte 
Carlo simulation based on the historical disruption data of railways in the Netherlands. 
Based on this model, we first construct a baseline scenario that is capable of reflecting the 
current disruption practice and calculate the top ten vulnerable tracks with the indicator of 
yearly disruption duration from this scenario. Next, we propose mitigation strategies 
towards each of the top ten vulnerable tracks of different magnitudes, and construct the 
mitigation scenarios according to the strategies. Finally, comparison between the baseline 
scenario and each of the mitigation scenarios is performed with the purpose of strategy 
evaluation.  

Keywords 
vulnerability, disruption, railway system, Monte Carlo simulation 

1 Motivation 

Disruptions are inevitable in the daily operation of railways, due to a variety of events 
such as rolling stock breakdown, switch failure, signal failure, etc. Consequently, on one 
hand, it results in unwanted monetary costs of either the infrastructure managers (IM) or 
the railway undertakings (RU) to restore the disrupted infrastructure capacity or service 
capacity to the normal status. On the other hand, it increases the time costs of passengers 
who are affected directly or indirectly, and further brings economic loss to the whole 
society since the society depends on the railways for people’s daily mobility to some 
degree. Obviously, disruption is not only an issue within the railway system, but also a 
social-economic problem that attracts a growing attention.  

According to previous studies, the way to deal with disruptions in the rail system can 
be divided into two categories based on the timing of specific actions. One is the ex-ante 
strategy that aims at preventing the occurrences of disruptions, especially the disruptions 
that resulted from infrastructure failures. For example, the research done by either 
Johansson et al. (2011) or Deng et al. (2015) provides guidance on which infrastructure 
should be strengthened with preventive measures. The other is the ex-post strategy that 
aims at mitigating the negative impacts when disruptions occur, like speeding the 
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response to disruptions by enhancing the cooperation between organizations. Relevant 
research on the analysis of information flows or involved activities during the disruption 
management process can be found in Schipper et al. (2015) and Golightly et al. (2013), 
respectively.  

No matter which aforementioned strategy, they share the same purpose of reducing the 
vulnerability of rail systems. However, due to financial limitations, it is usually 
impossible to implement all strategies when several candidate strategies are proposed. In 
such a case, the preferred strategy will be the one that leads to the most reduction on 
vulnerability, assuming that the investment cost of each candidate strategy is equal. 
Therefore, the amount of reduced vulnerability is a key indicator for evaluating the 
strategies. Thus, it is necessary to measure vulnerability beforehand to assist decision 
makers with strategy selection.  

Reggiani et al. (2015) and Mattsson and Jenelius (2015) gave an overview of recent 
studies on vulnerability measures for transport systems, along with a comparison between 
vulnerability and resilience. In general, resilience is seen as the ability of transport 
systems to return to a normal status after disruptions have occurred, while vulnerability is 
seen as the risk that disruptions can affect transport systems (Caschili et al., 2015). In 
subway systems, Adjetey-Bahun et al. (2016) measured resilience with quantified 
passenger delay and passenger load as indicators. Instead, D’Lima and Medda (2015) 
measured resilience as the rapidity of systems to return to passenger flows to normal. It 
can be seen that resilience is more likely the quality of a system responding to disruptions. 
As Rose (2009) declared, improving resilience can be a solution to vulnerability reduction.  

The purpose of this paper is to establish a simulation model based on which a specific 
mitigation strategy can be evaluated on its reduction of vulnerability. Thus, a resilience 
measure is included in the evaluation part with indicators of vulnerability differences 
between the real system and the system simulated by performing a mitigation strategy. 
Therefore, we focus on vulnerability measures in this paper. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the 
literature on vulnerability measure in rail systems. In section 3, we perform independence 
tests for all random variables that are included in the simulation model, in order to decide 
whether the distribution of each random variable is marginal or conditional. This is for 
ensuring that the baseline scenario can reflect the disruption practice well. In section 4, we 
introduce how the simulation model is established by the Monte Carlo method. In section 
5, we implement the vulnerability measure on the baseline scenario and the scenarios on 
which the mitigation strategies are performed, along with the comparisons between 
scenarios referring to vulnerability reduction. Conclusions and potential directions for 
future research can be found in section 6. 

2 Background 

Literature on vulnerability measures can be differentiated according to whether it is at a 
topological level or at a system level. Below, we give a review of the relevant studies in 
rail systems. 

The topological vulnerability measure is rooted in graph theory. The real transport 
system is represented by an abstract network of which the nodes and arcs may have 
different interpretations depending on the issues of interest. For example, Angeloudis and 
Fisk (2006) described a subway system with stations as nodes and connections between 
stations as arcs, in order to study the vulnerability of subway systems with the indicator of 
degree distribution. Instead, Deng et al. (2015) divided the subway system into thirty-one 



functional modules, and then established a subway physical network (SPN) of which each 
node represents a specific module and each arc represents the interdependency between 
modules. Their intention is to find the most vulnerable module according to the reduced 
network efficiency by removing each node from the SPN respectively. The network 
efficiency is represented by the average of reciprocals of all node pair distances.  

Obviously, due to the focus on indicators such as degree centrality, betweenness 
centrality, etc., topological vulnerability measures have a low requirement for input data. 
This makes it possible to perform a vulnerability comparison between transport systems 
(Angeloudis and Fisk, 2006; Derrible and Kennedy, 2010; Kurant and Thiran, 2006). 
However, the advantage of limited data needs, in turn, leads to the limitation that 
topological vulnerability measures only give a general insight on the structural weakness 
of transport systems (Mattsson and Jenelius, 2015). As a result, system-based 
vulnerability measures become more appealing, since they are useful for proposing and 
assessing mitigation strategies towards a specific system by considering disruption 
consequences such as the durations of disruptions, the number of affected trains, the 
number of affected passengers, etc.  

Aiming at the number of trains that cannot reach their planned destinations, Johansson 
et al. (2011) performed an empirical analysis on the southern parts of the Swedish railway 
system from three perspectives of vulnerability, i.e. global vulnerability analysis, critical 
component analysis and geographical vulnerability analysis. Likewise, considering 
disruption impacts on trains, Hong et al. (2015) established a simulation model to estimate 
the flood-induced vulnerability of each link in the Chinese railway system. On the 
contrary, Cats and Jenelius (2014) looked at the welfare loss of passengers, and 
established an interaction model between transport supply and demand to analyse the 
dynamic passenger betweenness centrality of the Stockholm subway system. In like 
manner, with increased passenger travel time and unsatisfied passenger demand in mind, 
Rodríguez-Núñez and García-Palomares (2014) calculated the criticality of each link and 
the vulnerability of each station for the Madrid subway system based on a trip assignment 
model. 

In addition to different perspectives on disruption impacts, differences still exist in the 
adopted approaches to analyse system-based vulnerability. According to Murray et al. 
(2008), the approaches of network vulnerability analysis can be unified to scenario-
specific, simulation, strategy-specific and mathematical modelling. Scenario-specific 
analysis is used in constructing the disruptive scenarios perceived to be important. For 
example, Johansson et al. (2011) constructed seven scenarios within each disabling a 
specific functional system (e.g. traction power, telecommunication, signal, etc.). As to 
simulation, this is used in constructing scenarios of diverse disruptive magnitudes. For 
example, each aforementioned scenario in Johansson et al. (2011) was further extended to 
ten sub-scenarios with a disruptive magnitude from “0” to “100%”. In such a case, a range 
of possible vulnerability can be obtained. Strategy-specific analysis is used in constructing 
the scenarios of which specific strategies are performed on. For example, Cats and 
Jenelius (2014) constructed four scenarios differentiated by the extent of availability of 
Real-time Information Provision to passengers. Finally, mathematical modelling is used in 
constructing all scenarios with the purpose of seeking the most vulnerable scenario. For 
example, in order to identify the most vulnerable link, Rodríguez-Núñez and García-
Palomares (2014) constructed a sequence of scenarios where in each a link is disrupted. 
Likewise, Cats et al. (2016) identified the top twenty vulnerable links by a full-scan of all 
links. 

In light of the aforementioned reviews, we can find that system-based vulnerability 



analysis is more suitable for our case, since we intend to evaluate mitigation strategies 
afterwards. As yet, we did not find any research that provided a system-based 
vulnerability measure on railway systems at a national level by taking all types of 
disruptions into account. However, it is of vital importance to recognize the characteristics 
of the whole system rather than part of it, because local patterns cannot fully represent the 
global pattern. Thus, in this paper, we established a simulation model to provide a system-
based vulnerability measure for the entire railway system of the Netherlands.  

First, in terms of historical disruption data, a baseline scenario is constructed based on 
which we can measure system-based vulnerability and perform full-scan analysis among 
all disrupted tracks to find out the top ten vulnerable tracks in the real world. Second, we 
propose several mitigation strategies from different magnitudes towards the top ten 
vulnerable tracks respectively and constructed new scenarios based on these strategies. 
For each new scenario, the system-based vulnerability was measured and compared with 
that of the baseline scenario, with the purpose of strategy evaluation. The approaches of 
scenario-specific, simulation, strategy-specific and mathematical modelling are all 
adopted in this paper, which are helpful for us to gain wide insights into the entire system. 

3 Data analysis 

In the Netherlands, a website called Rijden de Treinen (in Dutch) serves passengers with 
real-time disruption information such as the start time of disruptions, the expected 
durations of disruptions, the affecting tracks, the causes, etc. In addition to the real-time 
data, all historical disruption records are also available, which additionally contain the 
information of actual durations of disruptions. Netherlands Railways (NS), the main 
railway undertaking in the Netherlands, is responsible for the data support to this website.  
In this paper, the information of disruptions during 2012 and 2015 were derived from 
Rijden de Treinen. 

With the purpose of measuring vulnerability, a Monte Carlo simulation model is 
established, which is capable of simulating daily disruption scenarios based on which 
observing temporal changes would be possible. For constructing daily disruption 
scenarios, five random variables are used, which are daily counts, cause, track, start and 
duration. Daily counts represent the number of disruptions occurring in one day. Cause 
refers to the type of cause that led to each disruption, such as rolling stock breakdown, 
damaged catenary, signal failure, etc. Track, start and duration represent the affecting 
track, start hour and the duration of disruptions respectively.  

In the simulation model, the values of random variables are produced in accordance 
with given probabilities. For the baseline scenario, all probabilities are generated from 
historical disruption data. For the scenarios on which mitigation strategies are performed, 
the probabilities of the random variables that are influenced by strategies are modified, 
while other probabilities are the same as the ones we generate for the baseline scenario. 
Note that, as we intend to perform empirical vulnerability analysis, we generate empirical 
probabilities for all random variables. The empirical probability can also be called relative 
frequency (Mood et al., 1974). For example, for a specific hour, its empirical probability 
is the ratio of the number of disruptions that have started at this hour versus the number of 
disruptions that have started at any hour. Clearly, the empirical probabilities of outcomes 
of start sum to 1. 

A simple way to generate an empirical probability is to assume that all random 
variables are statistically independent, thus probabilities would be marginal and can be 
directly generated from the data set. For example, the disruption probability of a specific 



track is the relative disruption frequency of the track in historical data. However, such an 
assumption may be untrue, if the random variables are significantly correlated or time 
dependent. For example, suppose the disrupted tracks vary with the disruption causes, 
then the probability distribution of track will depend on the values of cause. This means 
that the disruption probability of a specific track is the relative disruption frequency of the 
track in the historical data of corresponding disruption cause. Therefore, to make the 
simulation performance similar to the disruption practice to the greatest extent, we need to 
generate the correct probability (marginal or conditional) for each random variable. 
Whether a probability is marginal or conditional depends on whether the corresponding 
random variable is independent of any other factors. As such, it is necessary to perform an 
independence test for each random variable, which is the contribution of this section. 

3.1 Choice of potential influence factors for each random variable 

The first step is to find the factors that could influence the random variables. In Table 1, 
we list the candidate explanatory variables (influence factors) for each response variable 
(random variable).   
 

Table 1: The potential influence factors of each random variable  
Response variable Candidate explanatory variables 
daily counts month day    
cause month day    
track month day cause   
start month day cause   
duration month day cause track start 

 
Temporal factors month and day are chosen as potential influence factors for all 

random variables. Here, day represents the day of a week, which has seven possible 
outcomes. For daily counts, it is not hard to imagine that in particular months with 
extreme weather condition, disruptions occur more frequently. Besides, we can imagine 
that disruptions happen more often in weekdays compared with those in weekends, since 
the infrastructure that supports dense traffic on weekdays could encounter more issues. 
For cause, it is natural to think that some disruption causes like snowfall only take place at 
specific months, while some disruption causes like rolling stock breakdown mostly 
happen at weekdays. For track, we also take cause as one of the candidate explanatory 
variables. Normally, only a part of the track is affected by a particular disruption cause. 
For example, damaged railway bridge only happens at the tracks where there is a railway 
bridge. For start, we also take cause as one of the candidate explanatory variables. We can 
imagine that some disruption causes are more likely to start at some particular hours, like 
copper theft usually takes place at midnight. Moreover, according to Zilko et al. (2016), 
disruption durations are composed of repair time and latency time. The types of disruption 
cause can affect the repair time, while the locations of workstations and working hours 
can affect the latency time. As such, for duration, in addition to temporal factors, we also 
take cause, track and start into account. 

3.2 Independence tests for numerical response variables 

The response variables, daily counts and duration, are both numerical variables. Their 



corresponding explanatory variables are all nominal variables. Hence, the method of 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was firstly employed. However, we found that some 
outliers exist in the data sample of either daily counts or duration, which led to a violation 
of the assumption of ANOVA about a normal distribution of the residuals. Therefore, we 
finally chose the Kruskal-Wallis Test (KWT), which is the nonparametric version of one-
way ANOVA without requiring normality.  

Instead of testing numeric values, KWT focuses on the numeric indices of ordered 
data. It ranks all data across all groups and then computes the median rank for each group. 
The null hypothesis is that the median ranks of all groups are equal. If the null hypothesis 
is accepted under the desired significance level, we can make the conclusion that all 
groups come from the same distribution. This means there is no effect originating from 
the groups. However, if at least one of the median ranks is significantly different from the 
others, the null hypothesis will be rejected and we can conclude that the groups’ effects 
are active. Given the circumstances, we further test whether the effects are different 
between groups. If not, we classify the groups with the same effects into one cluster and 
keep the groups with different effects separated. On one hand, the intention is to reduce 
the number of outcomes of explanatory variables, because too many outcomes will split 
the data sample into many parts of each with very small size. Since we aim to generate 
empirical probabilities, the issue of insufficient data has to be avoided. On the other hand, 
clustering groups that have the same effect can help us to recognize the characteristics of 
disruption practice better. 

 In this paper, clustering is realized by optimal k-means clustering through dynamic 
programming (Wang and Song, 2011). Some modifications to this method are made for 
our case. The modified model can be formulated as follows: 

   ( )v
1

maximize       /
k

i
i

p c k
=
∑                                                         (1) 

                       ( )vsubject to         ,           ip c l i K> ∀ ∈                                     (2) 

( )v , ,     , ,i jp c c u i j K i j< ∀ ∈ ≠                          (3) 

( )v 1,            if 1i ip c c= =                                   (4) 

{ }, , ,      1i s ec g g s e n= ≤ ≤ ≤                          (5) 
   1 ,k n≤ ≤                                                              (6) 

 with { }1, ,K k=   that refers to the indexes of clusters. 
Suppose an explanatory variable has n  outcomes (groups) and we intend to assign 

them into k  clusters. As  shown in equation (1), the objective is to maximize the mean of 
within-cluster p-values (i.e. ( )v ip c ) that are computed by implementing KWT on the 
within-cluster samples ic . To ensure that the groups within one cluster come from the 
same distribution, we set a lower bound l (at least 5%) for ( )v ip c  (equation (2)). 
Meanwhile, we set an upper bound u (at most 5%) for the p-value computed by 
implementing KWT on two clusters while labelling the data within the same cluster as one 
group (equation (3)). The intention is to ensure that the groups in different clusters come 
from different distributions at a significance level. In addition, we assign the value of 1 for 
the clusters with single group, since applying KWT on one group sample is meaningless 
(equation (4)).  Moreover, the number of groups contained in each cluster ic  cannot be 
less than one and be larger than n  (equation (5)). Likewise, the desired number of clusters 



should at least be one, but cannot exceeds n  (equation (6)). 
As to the value of k, we try from 2 until some 0k under which we can gain a feasible 

clustering solution. Such a feasible solution is the optimal one under the given k, but may 
not be the globally optimal one through all possible k. The solution could be improved if 
we continue to try larger k after 0k , and the globally optimal solution will be the one 
k* after which no feasible solution can be gained. 

3.3 Independence tests for nominal response variables 

The response variables cause, track and start, are all nominal variables. Their 
corresponding candidate explanatory variables are also nominal variables. Besides, cause, 
track and start all have more than two outcomes. In such a case, we decide to use 
Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) to analyse whether the candidate explanatory 
variables have an effect on the response variables.  

Suppose a response variable R  has m outcomes and an explanatory variable E  has n  
outcomes, and we choose the last outcome of R  as the reference. Based on MLR, we can 
compute the relative probability of being one outcome of R versus being in the reference 
outcome, using a linear combination of the predictors which are the n  outcomes of E , i.e. 

jE ,  

{ }
1

, ,
1

ln ,  1, , 1 .
n
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i m i i j j

jm

E i m
π

m α β
π

−

=

 
= = + ∀ ∈ − 

 
∑                       (7) 

In (7), iπ  represents the probability of the outcome i  of R under the condition E . Note 
that, jE  is a binary variable with the value of either 1 or 0, as the explanatory variables 
here are nominal variables. For testing whether the explanatory variable E  has an effect, 
the hypothesis that E  does not affect the response variable R  can be written as (Long, 
1997): 
 

0 ,: 0, , ,i jH i I j Jβ = ∀ ∈ ∈                                            (8) 

with { } { }1, , 1 , 1, , 1I m J n= − = −  . For testing whether E  significantly affects ,i mm , 
the hypothesis that the outcome i  of R  and the outcome m  of  R  are indistinguishable 
can be written as (Anderson, 1984): 
 

0 ,: 0, .i jH j Jβ = ∀ ∈                                                  (9) 
If the hypothesis represented by equation (9) is rejected and  
 

, , , , , , 0 0 and ,i a i b i a i ba b J β β β β∃ ∈ ≠ ≠ ≠，                          (10) 

then we can conclude that the outcome a  of E  and the outcome b  of E  have different 
effects on R . Next, the set iS  is constructed, which includes such a and b . All elements 
of i

i I

S
∈


 have distinct effects on R . All elements of \ i
i I

J S
∈


 have the same effect on R . 



3.4 Results 

The p-values of performing KWT on daily counts grouped by month and day respectively 
are all equal to zero. The p-values of performing KWT on duration grouped by month, 
track and start are all equal to zero, while the p-value of performing KWT on  duration 
grouped by day is 0.1713. Based on these results, we can conclude that month and day 
have effects on daily counts, and month, cause, track and start have effects on duration. 
After that, we further tested whether the effects are different between outcomes of each 
influence factor and classify the outcomes with similar effects into one cluster.  This is 
done by the optimal k-means clustering together with KWT. The gained clusters and 
corresponding within-cluster p-values is shown in Table 2.  

Table 2: Within-cluster p-values of performing KWT on  daily counts and duration 
Responsive 
variables 

Explanatory 
variables  Clusters  Within-cluster 

p-values 

daily counts 
month 

Nov 1.0000 
Oct, Jul and Dec 0.7646 
Other months 0.5356 

day Weekdays 0.0915 
Weekends 0.0752 

duration 

month Jan, Feb and Mar 0.0929 
Other months 0.2367 

cause 

Crew strike and modified timetable (e.g. winter 
timetable, summer timetable, etc.) 0.0500 

Extreme winter weather (e.g. snow and ice), 
flooding, defuse a bomb from World War II, 
catenary failure, etc. 

0.0824 

Copper theft, maintenance work, track failure 
(e.g. slippery track), etc. 0.9889 

Collision with persons 1 
Switch failure, signal failure, excessive delays, 
etc. 0.7040 

Objects on tracks (e.g. animals, trees, cars, etc.), 
extended maintenance work, damaged rail 
bridge, etc. 

0.7295 

Line-side fire, rolling stock breakdown, etc. 0.2525 
Large passenger demand, police investigation, 
etc. 0.8098 

Rescue services 1 

track 

e.g. Amsterdam Centraal - Leiden Centraal, Den 
Dolder-Amersfoort 0.9357 

e.g. Amsterdam Centraal- Breda, Rotterdam-
Vlaardingen 0.9852 

e.g. Haarlem - Leiden Centraal, Schiphol Airport 
- Utrecht Centraal 0.8733 

e.g. Lelystad Centrum - Schiphol Airport, 
Amersfoort - Schiphol Airport, etc. 0.4739 

start 

3 a.m. and 4 a.m. 0.3225 
0 a.m.,1 a.m.,2 a.m. and 5 a.m. 0.4782 
6 a.m. 1 
Other hours 0.1742 



Clearly, the larger the within-cluster p-value is, the more similar the effects originated 
from the outcomes within the same cluster will be. Note that, in Table 2, for each 
explanatory variable, the corresponding cluster shown at the upper side has worse effect 
than the cluster at the lower side. For example, during January, February and March, the 
disruption durations are usually longer than the ones during other months. 

For daily counts, the effects from month are divided into three clusters. The first one 
includes only the month November, during which the number of disruptions occurring in 
one day are more than those of other months. Moreover, the cluster that results in 
secondary frequent disruptions includes July, October and December. According to the 
practice, we think such a clustering result is reasonable. Usually, during autumn like in 
November and October, strong winds, rain and leaf fall lead to more frequent track 
blockages and slippery tracks. During winter like in December, snow and ice results in 
more frequent switch and catenary failures, while in summer like in July, high 
temperature and prolonged rainfall brings more frequent disruptions such as buckled track 
and line-side fires (Network Rail, 2016a, 2016b). 

For duration, the effects from month, cause, track and start are divided into two 
clusters, nine clusters, four clusters and four clusters respectively. For example, 
considering disruption causes, crew strike or updating modified timetable usually lead to 
the longest duration compared to other causes. 

Besides performing KWT on daily counts and duration, with the outcomes of 
month/day as predictors, we perform MLR on cause, track and start separately and find 
that all outcomes of the temporal factors, i.e. month and day, are proven to have distinct 
effects at 5% significance level. However, unlike our anticipation, we found that cause 
does not affect track and start significantly. One possible reason is that the disruption 
causes that have the characteristics of track-variation and start-variation only account for 
a very small proportion of the historical data.  

Based on aforementioned results, we give Table 3 to show the statistically significant 
influence factors (explanatory variables) of each random variable (response variable).   

 
Table 3: The influence factors of each random variable  

Response variable Explanatory variables 
daily counts month day   
cause month day   
track month day   
start month day   
duration month cause track start 

4 Disruption scenario simulation 

In the previous section, the influence factors of each random variable are identified, which 
provides insight on the characteristics of current disruption practice. However, rather than 
recognizing the characteristics only, it is also important to take actions against disruptions, 
and to evaluate the actions beforehand with the performance indicator of system 
vulnerability reduction. For this purpose, a Monte Carlo simulation that is capable of 
measuring the system vulnerability is established, where the system vulnerability is 
quantified as the total disruption durations. Based on the simulation, the baseline scenario 
that reflects the current disruption practice is constructed and measured with its resulting 
system vulnerability. Moreover, the mitigation scenarios are constructed by implementing 



different mitigation strategies separately on the baseline scenario, and the corresponding 
system vulnerabilities are measured afterwards. Clearly, the system vulnerability 
difference between the mitigation scenario and the baseline scenario is the vulnerability 
reduction due to the mitigation strategy. 

In this section, details of Monte Carlo simulation for our case are given. We first 
introduce how to generate the distributions of random variables, along with the sampling 
method. After that, we describe how to construct the baseline scenario and the mitigation 
scenarios. Finally, the simulation procedure is given. 

4.1 Distribution generation and sampling 

Although daily counts and duration (accurate to minutes) are numerical variables, they are 
not continuous but discrete. Therefore, we treat each particular value of daily 
counts/duration as one outcome. Here, an outcome of daily counts indicates an exact 
number of disruptions happening in one day and an outcome of duration indicates the 
exact minutes a disruption lasts. Clearly, all possible outcomes are mutually exclusive in 
one independent observation, so are the outcomes of cause, track and start. Thus, the 

categorical distribution ( ) ( ) [ ]

1

n
x i

i

f x p p i =

=

=∏  is used to describe the possible outcome of 

a random variable with the probability of each outcome separately specified. Here, x  
refers to the outcome and [ ]x i=  equals to 1 if the outcome i  is true, and otherwise it 

equals to 0. Moreover, ( )p i  represents the occurring probability of outcome i , which is 
calculated as the relative frequency of outcome i observed in historical data with 

( )
1

1
n

i
p i

=

=∑ , assuming n  mutually exclusive outcomes. 

For each random variable, the calculation of p  depends on historical disruption data. 
For example, according to the results of independence tests, we know that each month/day 
has a distinct effect on track. Thus, we need to calculate p  under any possible 
combinations of month and day. As there are 12 months and 7 days of a week, there will 
be 84 combinations in total. For the combination like ‘January and Monday’, the 
probability of each outcome of track is the relative frequency of the outcome observed in 
the data of disruptions that occurred in January and exactly Monday. Here, one outcome 
of track refers to a particular track like ‘Amsterdam Centraal - Leiden Centraal’. In this 
paper, we only chose the tracks that have been disrupted as the outcomes of track.  In 
other words, the tracks that have never been affected by disruptions are excluded. Such a 
principle is also applied to decide the outcome range of other random variables. 

In the simulation, one pseudo-random number indicates one outcome of the random 
variable, and it is produced according to the given distribution of the random variable. The 
procedure of producing pseudo-random number is called sampling. In this paper, it is 

realized by ( )*
u

1
arg min 0

j

j i
j p i r

=

 
= − ≥ 

 
∑  where ur  is produced from a uniform ( )0,1  

distribution and *j  represents the pseudo-random number. In such case, * 1x j = =   and 

[ ] { }* *0, , , 1, ,x i i j i j n= = ∀ ≠ ∈  . In this paper, such a sampling method is realized by a 
build-in function of MATLAB. 



4.2 Scenarios construction 

The baseline scenario is the scenario that is capable of reflecting the current disruption 
practice. For this purpose, the probabilities that are used to form the distribution of each 
random variable are generated from the historical disruption data, exactly as we 
mentioned in the previous section. 

As to the mitigation scenarios, they are based on the baseline scenario, but somehow 
modified by particular mitigation strategies. In this paper, we propose the strategies that 
can lower the disruption probabilities of tracks. Generally, such strategies can be realized 
by different actions regarding the disruption causes. For example, if switch failure is one 
of the causes resulting in frequent disruptions on a specific track, updating the track with 
improved switches could be a solution to reduce disruptions, i.e. reduce vulnerability. The 
following is a description of how we modify the baseline scenario in terms of the 
strategies.   

During simulation, the strategy effect is reflected by modifying the probabilities of 
outcomes of random variables that are affected by the strategy. Under our proposed 
strategy, the random variables track and daily counts are affected. Moreover, we still 
consider the magnitudes of strategies by defining magnitude as the reduced proportion of 
disruption probability. The value of magnitude ranges from 0.1 to 1.  

Suppose in the baseline scenario the disruption probability of track q  is ( )trackp q  and 
we perform d  magnitude of the aforementioned strategy on track q . Then, under the 
mitigation scenario, the disruption probability of track q  turns to ( )*

trackp q  that can be 

computed by ( ) ( ) ( )*
track track1p q d p q= − ⋅ . If we have trackn  tracks in total, the mitigated 

disruption probability of a track except track q  can be computed by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

track*
track track track

track

, ,
1

p j
p j p j d p q j q

p q
= + ⋅ ⋅ ∀ ≠

−
where ( )trackp j  is the disruption 

probability of the track in the baseline scenario with { }track1, ,j n∈  . This means that to 

gain the probability of track j  under the mitigation scenario, i.e. ( )*
trackp j , we add the 

reduced probability of track q , ( )trackd p q⋅ , to the initial probability of track j , ( )trackp j , 

according to the proportion of ( )trackp j  versus the initial probabilities of all tracks except 
track q . Note that under any possible combinations of month and day, the corresponding 

trackp  is updated according to the magnitude specified. 
In addition, as the disruption probability of track q  is reduced, the number of 

disruptions during a certain period must be less. This leads to a decreased number of 
disruptions happening in one day. Thus, the probabilities of outcomes of daily counts also 
need to be modified.  

Suppose in the baseline scenario, the probability of i disruptions happening in one day 

is ( )dailyp i . Then, the expected value of dailyp  is ( )
daily

daily daily
1

,
n

i
E i p i

=

= ⋅∑  if the maximum 

value of daily counts is dailyn . Here, dailyE  represents the average number of disruptions 

happening in one day. Due to the mitigation strategy, dailyE  is reduced to *
dailyE  that can be 



calculated by ( )( )*
daily daily track1E E d p q= ⋅ − ⋅ . Hence, dailyp  should be modified to realize 

*
dailyE . We define each modified ( )dailyp i  as ( )*

dailyp i . In fact, there are many solutions of 
*
dailyp  to realize a given *

dailyE . However, in this paper, we assume that for any i that is 

smaller than dailyE , ( ) ( )*
daily dailyp i p i> , while for any i  that is equal or larger than dailyE , 

( ) ( )*
daily dailyp i p i≤ . For the first case, we define ( ) ( ) ( )*

daily daily daily,s i p i p i i Em = − ∀ < . For 

the second case, we define ( ) ( ) ( )*
daily daily daily,b i p i p i i Em = − ∀ ≥ . Finally, we formulate 

the following model to get the values of any ( )s im  and ( )b im . 

( ) ( )
daily daily

minimize  s b
i E i E

i u i i u i
< ≥

⋅ + ⋅∑ ∑                                             (11) 

( ) ( ) ( )
daily daily

track dailysubject to  s b
i E i E

i u i i u i d p q E
< ≥

⋅ + ⋅ ≥ − ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑            (12) 

( ) ( )
daily daily

0s b
i E i E

i u i i u i
< ≥

⋅ + ⋅ <∑ ∑                                       (13) 

( ) ( )
daily daily

0s b
i E i E

u i u i
< ≥

+ =∑ ∑                                             (14) 

                  ( ) ( )daily daily1 ,                 su i p i i E≤ − ∀ <                       (15) 

( ) daily0,                                su i i E≥ ∀ <                       (16) 

( )daily daily,                       bu p i i E≥ − ∀ ≥                       (17) 

( ) daily0,                                bu i i E≤ ∀ ≥                       (18) 

with { }daily1, ,i n∈  . Here, dailyn  represents the maximum value of i , which can be 
defined as the maximum number of disruptions happened in one day before. 

The formula displayed in equation (11) represents the value of *
dailyE  minus dailyE , 

which should be close to ( )track dailyd p q E− ⋅ ⋅  . Therefore, we set the inequalities (12) and 

(13) to reach this purpose. In addition, to ensure that ( )*
daily 1,

i
p i =∑ equation (14) is set. 

As ( )*
dailyp i  should not be negative, equation (15) and (17) are set. Moreover, according 

to the aforementioned assumption about ( )s im  and ( )b im , we set equation (16) and (18). 
Above, the method of modifying relevant distributions regarding the mitigation 

strategy of lowering the disruption probabilities of tracks is introduced, which can also be 
applied to other mitigation strategies like lowering the disruption probabilities of causes. 
Since the method is universal, we only show the case of mitigating disruption probabilities 
of tracks in section 5. 

4.3 Simulation procedure 

In this paper, we construct a yearly disruption scenario that is formed by 365 daily 
disruption scenarios. To calculate the average yearly vulnerability of the entire system, we 
repeat 10000 times to simulate the yearly scenario. Below is the procedure of simulation. 

Step  1:  Set the Monte Carlo repetition counter 1α = . 
Step 2: For each day during January to December, according to the distribution of 



daily counts under the current month and day of week, we first produce one pseudo-
random number dailyr  that indicates the number of disruptions happening in the day. Then, 
we produce dailyr  pseudo-random numbers from the distributions of cause under the 
current month and day of week. In like manner, we produce dailyr  pseudo-random numbers 
for track and start respectively. In other words, we decide the cause, affecting track and 
start hour for each of the dailyr  disruptions. After that, we produce dailyr  pseudo-random 
numbers from different distributions of duration. Each of these distributions corresponds 
with the current month and the cause, affecting track and start hour of each disruption. In 
other words, we simulate the duration of a disruption according to the corresponding 
values of month, cause, track and start. 

Step 3: After the simulation for every day of one year, update the Monte Carlo 
repetition counter = +1α α . If 10000α < , go to step 2, otherwise end the simulation. 

5 Experiments 

5.1 Vulnerability analysis of baseline scenario  

In this paper, we choose the yearly disruption duration as the indicator of vulnerability. 
Clearly, the longer the duration is, the more serious the vulnerability will be. Based on the 
simulation results of baseline scenario, we filter the top 10 vulnerable tracks according to 
the yearly disruption durations. Details about the ten tracks can be found in Table 4.  
 

Table 4: Information of the top 10 vulnerable tracks  

Rank Track 
Yearly  

duration  
(min) 

Percentage of  
yearly duration  

(%) 

Cumulative percentage 
(%) 

1 Schiphol Airport - Utrecht Centraal 13922 3.50  3.50 
2 Amsterdam Centraal - Schiphol Airport 12581 3.16  6.66 
3 Amersfoort - Schiphol Airport 11376 2.86  9.52 
4 Rotterdam Centraal - Utrecht Centraal 10967 2.76 12.28 
5 Den Haag Centraal - Utrecht Centraal 10309 2.59 14.87 
6 Lelystad Centrum - Schiphol Airport  9900 2.49 17.36 
7 Den Haag HS - Rotterdam Centraal  9280 2.33 19.69 
8 Leiden Centraal - Schiphol Airport  8706 2.19 21.88 
9 Rotterdam Centraal - Schiphol Airport  7795 1.96 23.84 

10 's-Hertogenbosch - Utrecht Centraal  7574 1.90 25.74 
 

In Table 4, the third column refers to the yearly disruption duration of each top 10 
vulnerable track. The fourth column indicates the percentage of yearly disruption duration 
of each top 10 vulnerable track versus the yearly disruption durations of all tracks. The 
fifth column refers to the cumulative percentage of yearly disruption duration from the 
current track to the most vulnerable track. We can see that the top 10 vulnerable tracks 
account for 25.74% disruption durations to the entire railway system in one year. 

Moreover, to see the geographical distribution, we highlight the top 10 vulnerable 
tracks (red color) in the railway networks (shown in Figure 1, the coordinates of tracks 
and stations are provided by Dekkers, 2016). We can see that most of these tracks are in 
the western areas of the Dutch railways. These areas are the places with high-density 
populations and large demand for daily motilities. It is not hard to imagine that long 
disruption durations there can lead to lots of passengers affected. Therefore, it is necessary 



to propose some mitigation strategies on these tracks for shortening the disruption 
durations. One way could be to lower the disruption probabilities of these tracks. 
 

 
Figure 1: The top 10 vulnerable tracks (red color) in the Dutch railways 

 

5.2 Vulnerability analysis of mitigation scenarios 

For each of the top 10 vulnerable tracks that are derived from the baseline scenario, we 
lower its disruption probability from 10% off to 100% off, respectively. In other words, 
the reduced proportion of disruption probability ranges from 0.1 to 1. Thus, 100 
mitigation scenarios are constructed of each a mitigation strategy with a specific 
magnitude is implemented on a particular track. The effectiveness of each mitigation 
strategy is quantified with the indicator of percentage of vulnerability reduction. The 
percentage of vulnerability reduction is the rate of difference between the baseline 
scenario vulnerability and the mitigation scenario vulnerability versus the baseline 
scenario vulnerability. Here, the vulnerability of either baseline scenario or mitigation 
scenario refers to the yearly disruption durations of all tracks in the railway system. Figure 
2 displays the effectiveness of each mitigation strategy. The points in each successive line 



represent the percentages of vulnerability reduction by reducing the disruption 
probabilities of different tracks under a particular mitigation magnitude. 
 

 
Figure 2: Percentage of vulnerability reduction by mitigating the top 10 vulnerable tracks  

under ten different mitigation magnitudes 
 
From Figure 2, we can see that all mitigation strategies lead to positive mitigation 

effects except the one that lowers 10% disruption probability of the 5th vulnerable track 
Den Haag Centraal - Utrecht Centraal. Under this strategy, the percentage of vulnerability 
reduction is -0.09%, which means the system vulnerability increases although we initially 
intended to decrease it. A reason could be that the mitigation magnitude is too small for 
this track since the reduced vulnerability through mitigating this track is not enough to 
offset the increased vulnerability by other tracks due to duration variation. However, 
because “-0.09%” is very close to zero, we can also think that the system vulnerability is 
at the same level as the one of the baseline scenario. 

In addition, we can see that at the same mitigation magnitude, the effectiveness of one 
strategy does not strongly depend on how vulnerable the track is that this strategy 
implements on. For example, at the mitigation magnitude of 0.4, the effectiveness of 
mitigating the 10th vulnerable track is better than the ones of mitigating the 9th, 7th, 6th, 
and 4th vulnerable tracks. One reason could be that the differences between the 
percentages of yearly durations of these tracks is small (less than 0.86%), thus the 
difference on the effectiveness of mitigating these tracks is also small. In such a case, if 
there were big gaps between the financial costs of mitigating these tracks, it would be 



beneficial to choose the least cost strategy since the resulting vulnerability reduction is not 
much different. 

However, when compare the 10th vulnerable track with the most vulnerable track, we 
can find that in each mitigation magnitude the effectiveness of mitigating the most 
vulnerable track is better than mitigating the 10th vulnerable track. One reason could be 
that the difference between the percentages of yearly durations of the two tracks is large 
enough, i.e. 1.6%. When decision makers need to decide which of the two tracks should 
be mitigated while the financial costs are not much different, it is definitely wise to choose 
to mitigate the more vulnerable track.  

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, based on historical disruption data of the railways in the Netherlands, we 
establish a simulation model based on which system-based vulnerability can be measured 
and mitigation strategies can be evaluated.  There are three highlights of this paper. First, 
independence tests for random variables that are included in the simulation model were 
performed, which can help to gain clear insights on the characteristics of the current 
disruption practice and ensure that the established simulation can reflect the reality well. 
Second, we focus on the railway system at a national level and consider different 
influence factors towards the system. Based on the constructed baseline scenario, besides 
vulnerable tracks, we can also derive the vulnerable months, vulnerable days, vulnerable 
causes, etc. of the entire system, although we did not show this in this paper. The last but 
not the least, based on the established simulation model, it is possible to evaluate different 
strategies from different aspects once the necessary data like the information of 
investment costs is available.  
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